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Directv genie 2 installation manual

One of DIRECTV’s best features is its pretty awesome channel lineups Luckily, you don’t have to pay for the highest-tier packages to get the channels you want with DIRECTV. You’re likely to find the channel variety you need in the ENTERTAINMENT plan. But don’t let us stop you if you need a channel
lineup that has all the sports or all the movies. We’ll highlight some channels each package includes when you upgrade from one to another. DIRECTV’S ENTERTAINMENT plan includes the following: ABC Family Animal Planet Cartoon Network CNN Disney Channel ESPN, ESPN2, ESPN3 Fox News
Food Network Hallmark Channel HGTV Lifetime Movie Network MSNBC Nickelodeon TBS TNT Turner Classic Movies USA Network And more DIRECTV CHOICE plan includes the following: Big Ten Network Cooking Channel ESPNEWS ESPN U FUSE Independent Film Channel NFL Network Science
Channel And more DIRECTV ULTIMATE plan includes the following: Boomerang ENCORE Action ENCORE Drama NHL Network PBS PBS Kids Sprout Style Network Sundance Channel The Movie Channel Tennis Channel And more DIRECTV PREMIER plan includes the following: CINEMAX
ActionMax ESPN CLASSIC ENCORE Family ENCORE Love FLIX Fox Deportes Fox Soccer Channel HBO2 HBO Family Outdoor Channel STARZ Cinema STARZ Edge SHOWTIME Beyond SHOWTIME Showcase STARZ Comedy STARZ Kids & Family CINEMAX ThrillerMax And more Guess what?
DIRECTV tosses a free subscription to HBO Max for one whole year and a free subscription to CINEMAX, SHOWTIME, STARZ, and EPIX for three months. Now, that’s currently the best premium channel-perk in the TV industry! Don’t forget to cancel your subscription after the year is up, or else you’ll be
charged $57 per month. Or just make sure you budget so you won’t have to miss out on Raised by Wolves, Strike Back, or Billions. To put it simply, the more you can budget for your monthly satellite bill, the more sports channels you’ll get. You’ll get a complete list of sports channels if you go as high as
the ULTIMATE package (especially if you want to watch your O’s, D-backs, or Yanks). DIRECTV ENTERTAINMENT includes the following sports channels: DIRECTV CHOICE includes the following sports channels: Big Ten Network ESPN ESPN2 ESPN3 ESPNEWS ESPN U NFL Network DIRECTV
ULTIMATE includes the following sports channels: Big Ten Network CBS Sports Network ESPN ESPN2 ESPN3 ESPNEWS ESPN U Golf Channel MLB Network NBA TV NBC Sports NFL Network NHL Network Tennis Channel NFL SUNDAY TICKET is one of DIRECTV’s best features. You get all out-
of-market Sunday NFL games right on your TV. And guess what? You get a free season subscription for your first year if you get the DIRECTV CHOICE package or above! DIRECTV offers the following add-on packages: Movies Extra pack: $4.99/mo. (first three months included) DOGTV: $4.99/mo. (first
month included) Outdoor Channel: $4.99/mo. Hallmark Movies Now: $5.99/mo. (or check out other ways to watch the Hallmark channels) Lifetime Movies Club: $3.99/mo. A&E Crime Central: $4.99/mo. Pantaya: $5.99/mo. You can also get DIRECTV packages for the following languages ($10.00–$37.99):
Italian Filipino Russian Brazilian Portuguese Chinese Korean Vietnamese Spanish Japanese The DIRECTV PI-29Z power inserter is something that many satellite TV viewers are familiar with.  This device has been part of residential satellite TV installations for almost 10 years.  As common as this power
inserter is, it’s not a part of many of today’s new DIRECTV installations.  You particularly don’t see it in installations with the DIRECTV HS17 Genie 2 server/receiver.  Why is that?  And, if you don’t have this DIRECTV power inserter, should you get one for your Genie 2 installation?  As your source for
DIRECTV technical support, Signal Connect clears this up for you. The DIRECTV PI-29Z Power Inserter This device is more than just a power supply.  What it does is built into its name – it inserts power into a satellite line that also carries signal.  (Yes, a satellite dish needs power in order for it to work.) 
This particular DIRECTV power inserter allows one cable to feed a satellite dish or multiswitch.  In the early days, satellite power came straight from the receiver.  While this approach worked, it was inefficient.  By the late 2000s, power inserters were developed to do the work of powering a dish.   
DIRECTV Genie 2 is a Game Changer Satellite installations from back in the day often included a bunch of cables, wires and black boxes.  The Genie 2 helped simplify a lot of this.  Its single tower design acts as a wireless video bridge, cinema connection kit, and DVR.  The DIRECTV Genie 2 also
powers the dish by itself.  Because of this, it would make the PI-29Z power inserter obsolete, right?  Not so fast! There are a couple cases when you should use this DIRECTV power inserter with your Genie 2: Long Cable Runs: If your installation has 300 feet of cable between your Genie and the dish, put
a power inserter about 25-50 feet from the dish. External Multiswitches: If your installation uses a SWM-30 multiswitch, you will need this external power inserter for it. Do You Have a DIRECTV HS17 Genie 2? If you don’t, you should.  When part of a DIRECTV upgrade combo, the Genie 2 lets you enjoy
DIRECTV 4K programming.  This is DIRECTV’s highest quality resolution.  The picture and audio is so crisp, clear, and life-like, you’ll think your in the program rather than watching it.  Here are some other benefits you can enjoy with a DIRECTG Genie 2 receiver: It provides DIRECTV to up to seven
rooms of TV. Genie 2 offers two 4K streams. It allows wireless clients without having an external wireless adapter. You’ll be future proofed against upcoming DIRECTV developments. DIRECTV Genie 2 Upgrade Combo  The DIRECTV HS17 Genie 2 is great for new DIRECTV customers and current
users who want to upgrade to 4K programming.  Signal Connect helps you get this system with a special promotion on this DIRECTV combo.  Along with the Genie 2, it also includes a reverse-band LNB and the DIRECTV 4K Genie mini client.  This is everything you need to enjoy DIRECTV’s high-
definition and 4K programming, and you’ll save $20 when you purchase this combo for Solid Signal, a division of Signal Connect.  It’s a great deal for anyone who wants the best that DIRECTV has to offer.  If you’re ready to add 4K programming to your DIRECTV installation, fill out the form below.  A
Signal Connect representative will follow up with you as soon as possible. By Rachel Oaks Edited By Mike Strayer ProviderDVR modelsSimultaneous recordingsStorage limitHD storageCostDIRECTVGenie51 TB200 hrs.Included in serviceDISHHopper 3162 TB500 hrs.$10.00/mo. CoxRecord 662 TB250
hrs.$19.99 /mo.RCNTiVo 661 TB150 hrs.$6.00 /mo.XfinityX16500 GB100 hrs.$5.00/mo. Data effective as of 08/28/20. The Genie is a whole-home HD-DVR from DIRECTV. We ranked it as one of the top five DVRs in the industry because every DIRECTV plan comes with an included Genie DVR at no
extra cost. If you’re thinking about getting a Genie but aren’t convinced it’s as great as the hype suggests, keep reading. We’ll break down each part of this whole-home DVR system, including details about the equipment hardware. Our goal is to give you a clear sense of what’s superior and what’s
standard about the Genie so you can know what you’re getting into. The Genie can support up to eight rooms with the same unit, thanks to its high-def receiver that connects to mini-clients. Please note that while you can include up to eight TVs as part of your system, the Genie can provide signal to only
four at a time. The Genie comes in both HR44 and HR54 models. The major difference is how they power your satellite dish. The HR44 has an external SWiM power inserter, while the HR54’s is built in. The SWiM inserter powers your satellite dish with such efficiency that the Genie earned ENERGY
STAR certification. DIRECTV’s DVR falls behind the competition in storage capacity. Both the HR44 and HR54 have only around 1 TB of storage (1,024 GB). This means you can record only 200 hours of HD programming (800 standard), so you may find yourself having to delete old recordings frequently.
In comparison, DIRECTV’s competitor DISH offers the Hopper 3 with 2 TB of storage—that’s double the Genie’s. But if DIRECTV can get its Genie 2 model off the ground, it may finally give the Hopper 3 a run for its money. See how DISH’s Hopper 3 and DIRECTV’s Genie compare. The Genie 2 HS17,
or Genie Server, could be a game changer for DIRECTV. With 2 TB of storage, it has to the potential to take on the best DVR out there—the DISH Hopper 3. Unfortunately, customers have had trouble connecting the new Genie to the DIRECTV App. Without this connection, you can’t watch your
recordings on the go. But if you still want to experiment with it, the Genie 2 requires a one-time activation fee of $99.00, and the first Genie 2 Mini comes included in your service. During checkout, let your DIRECTV customer service representative know that you’d like the Genie 2 HS17 model. Based on
availability, they can possibly set you up with this next generation of the DIRECTV DVR. The DIRECTV Genie remote is streamlined, with most of the navigation in the center. There are a bunch of helpful features that will make your watching experience easier: Turn TV and DVR on and off together Press
“R” button to automatically record show Press “R” button twice to record entire series “Replay” button skips back 6 seconds “Advance” button fast-forwards 30 seconds This remote also comes with both infrared and radio frequency capabilities, which means you don’t need to worry about having line of
sight to your DVR to turn it on or change the channel. DIRECTV has both basic and backlit versions of the Genie remote and provides them based on availability. If you need the backlit version and DIRECTV doesn’t have it, you can pick one up on Amazon for about $30.00. To configure the setup that
best fits your home, DIRECTV offers both wired and wireless mini-clients. These petite units can be tucked away discreetly, enabling the Genie to extend service without giant eyesore receivers all over your home. When you hook up Genie Minis to secondary TVs, you’re free to wander into the kitchen to
cook dinner and resume that episode of Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives that made you hungry in the first place. Unlike DIRECTV’s DVR, Genie Minis aren’t included in your service. Each device costs $7.00 per month. If you’re planning on sticking with DIRECTV for a while, buy your own Genie Minis. It’ll
save money in the long run, and you can get both wireless and wired models on Amazon. DIRECTV packages from CHOICE™ on up come with a season of NFL SUNDAY TICKET at no extra cost. This gives you access to out-of-market NFL games each Sunday. With the Genie, you can create a “Mix
Channel” to watch up to eight live sports programs at once. That’s a pretty sweet deal for sports fans—better than trying to fit eight TVs in your living room, for sure. If you love the cutting edge, know that DIRECTV offers select shows, sports, and on-demand movies in 4K Ultra HD. This is the highest
visual quality available right now, and you can experience it if you have a 4K-capable TV and the Genie DVR in model HR54 or higher. DIRECTV is the clear winner when it comes to 4K in the TV provider market because it offers 4K content all day long on channel 104. DISH and Xfinity are also 4K
compatible, but neither have a dedicated 4K channel. The DIRECTV app works well with the Genie. You can stream DVR recordings in your home or download to watch on the go, and you can manage your recordings all from your phone. It even works as a remote, which is great for putting off the hunt
for a misplaced Genie Remote for at least one day more. DIRECTV’s DVR gets the job done without any extra charges. While it can record only five channels at once and up to 200 hours of HD content, it’s great for 4K Ultra HD and good enough for on-the-go watching. If you want to see which other
providers you can get TV service and a DVR from, enter your zip code below: You can find all our reviews on DVRs and TV equipment in our equipment guides section. Rachel Oaks has written hundreds of helpful articles in their four years at CableTV.com. You want all the deets on internet providers,
download speeds, and affordable internet? They’re your new favorite writer. Rachel earned their Bachelor of Arts in English at Southern Utah University. You can find more of Rachel’s delightful insights on MSN, Yahoo! Finance, Roku.com, and BestCompany. Don't miss an update Stay updated on the
latest products and services anytime anywhere.
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